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The Real Estate Anytime Learning lessons provide a convenient introduction or refresher 
to the workflow processes and features of the Property Management, Accounts Payable, 
General Ledger, and Cash Management applications. These Anytime Learning lessons 
are well-suited to acquaint new-hires, cross-train employees, and revisit skills that haven’t 
been used in a while. Total length including Foundations lessons: approximately 7.50 
hours. 

Each lesson is a recorded, instructor-led presentation that includes demonstrations of the 
software and guidelines for daily tasks. 

Lessons are from 5-20 minutes in length, and are always accessible and ready to view at 
any time you choose. Convenient controls allow you to play, pause, fast forward, or go 
back and repeat parts of the session. You can: 

• View a lesson as many times as you like. 

• Encourage all interested departments to access the lessons—your subscription is for 
the entire company. 

• Choose lessons in the order that is most logical to you (although note any 
recommended prerequisites). 

To register for this Anytime Learning subscription, visit Sage University at 
www.sageu.com or call the training information team at 877-724-3285. 

The following courses and lessons are included in the Real Estate Anytime Learning 
subscription. 

Course: Foundations 
Length: 1 hour 46 minutes 

Software Navigation: Explore the Desktop 
Learn how to launch the Sage Desktop, and use it to access resources, launch 
applications, and open task and setup windows. 

Software Navigation: Navigate within an Application 
Get familiar with a typical application menu, setup window, and task window. Learn how to 
move through typical setup and task windows, and use common buttons.  

  

http://www.sageu.com/
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Software Navigation: Customize the Desktop  
Learn how to add items to the My Tasks pane, hide a Desktop pane, and change what 
displays in the Desktop Content pane. You'll also see how to save changes you make to 
your desktop configuration, and assign a configuration as the default.  

Database Concepts: Software Applications and Data Files 
When you enter a transaction in one software application, that entry might affect data 
associated with another software application. View this lesson to find out how your 
software applications work together. Then, learn about common file types and the concept 
of Posting.  

Database Concepts: Data Structure for Reporting 
Find out how the General Ledger account structure you choose affects the details you can 
see on reports. Then, learn about the important elements in Property Management: the 
property, unit, lease, and tenant. You'll see how the lease is tied to both the tenant and 
unit, to accommodate various tenant/unit/lease relationships. 

Reports: Access and Print Reports 
Learn how to print, preview, and email the pre-designed reports that part of your software. 
See how to produce reports to a Microsoft Excel file or a PDF file. You'll also learn how to 
produce reports from within an application or from Information Assistant. 

Reports: Refine Information on Reports 
How can you limit the information that is included on a report, so that you only see what 
you need? View this lesson to learn how to use the report prompts and apply conditions 
and ranges. 

Reports: Financial Statements and Crystal Reports 
Learn how to produce reports written with the Financial Statement Designer and with 
Crystal Reports. Discover how to drill down to multiple levels of data when previewing a 
Crystal Report.  

Reports: Use Report Manager 
Would you like to add a custom report to a report menu?  Or do you want to rearrange the 
items on a report menu, or delete some of the reports that you never use?  In this lesson, 
you’ll see how to use Report Manager to modify the report menus.  

Inquiries: View Inquiries 
Find out how an inquiry is different from a report, and where to access inquiries. You'll also 
learn how to "drill-down" to see multiple levels of information in an inquiry.  
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Inquiries: Interact with Inquiries 
View this lesson to learn how to use the many features of Inquires. Find out how to limit 
the information that is shown, add or remove columns, sort the data, and view the data in 
a form view. You'll also see how to print an inquiry or export it to an Excel spreadsheet.  

Address Book 
The Address Book is an integrated contact list that can be used by other Sage 300 
Construction and Real Estate applications, including Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable, Project Management, and Estimating. Discover how to set up the companies 
you work with, and the people that you communicate with into an integrated list of vendor 
contacts, customers, subcontractors, and other contacts. See how other applications 
access the appropriate list for each situation. This session is designed for anyone who 
uses the software and references a list of company or individual contacts. 

Sage Resources 
Where can you go for answers and assistance with your software? This 4-minute lesson 
shows you how to get help from the Sage Knowledgebase, from our customer support 
analysts, or from Sage City, an online community of your peers. This lesson also offers a 
printable list of Sage resources.  

Sage Knowledgebase 
Learn how to use the Sage Knowledgebase to find how-to and trouble-shooting articles, 
get product documents, and find links to download your software.  

Course: Property Management Workflow 
Length: 2 hours 32 minutes 

Manage Leases: Start Lease 
The central component that binds you and your tenant is the lease. Want to find out how 
to translate this document into the software so it helps you process rent rolls or assess 
late charges? How about tracking lease terminations and renewals? Learn how to set up 
your lease in the software to accommodate any unique lease agreement. Find out how to 
set up templates for similar leases in the future. All sessions in the Manage Leases series 
are designed for lease administrators. 

Manage Leases: Activate Lease 
How do you activate the lease you just set up? Learn the steps to turn a future lease into a 
current one. Find out what happens when you activate the lease, what dates to use during 
activation and how charges are created. All sessions in the Manage Leases series are 
designed for lease administrators. 
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Manage Leases: Change Lease 
While reviewing a lease abstract, you realize the termination date was not set on a 
recurring concession. How can you modify this on the lease? Learn what you can and 
cannot change on your lease when you use Change Lease and what to do when a lease 
is renewed. All sessions in the Manage Leases series are designed for lease 
administrators. 

Manage Leases: Amend Lease 
You have a tenant who is transferring to another unit. What’s the best way to handle this in 
the software? Learn steps to amend a lease by creating a revision to the original lease. 
Find out what happens with the Effective Now process. All sessions in the Manage Leases 
series are designed for lease administrators. 

Manage Leases: Terminate Lease 
How do you end a lease in Property Management? Find out how to initiate a lease 
termination, reconcile the account, and change the lease to a historical status to avoid 
creating additional charges against it. All sessions in the Manage Leases series are 
designed for lease administrators. 

Generate Rent Roll 
Do you know how easy it is to automate your rent roll process? Find out how the software 
determines which charges to create and how you can preview the charges to make sure 
your records are set up correctly. This session is intended for anyone who creates or 
supervises rent roll. 

Post Entries 
After you create charges or enter cash receipts, how do you make sure that tenant and 
lease balances are updated? How about your account balances in General Ledger? Find 
out how the data flows and how entries are created when you post entries in Property 
Management. This session is intended for anyone who performs or supervises data entry 
in Property Management. 

Cash Receipts 
Do your tenants ever prepay rent? Or have you ever received a payment that you don’t 
know how to apply? Learn ways you can apply tenant payments, whether to open items, 
or as prepayments, deposits or open credits. You’ll also find out what to do with deposits 
from miscellaneous income sources such as laundry facilities or vending machines. This 
session is intended for anyone who records cash receipts. 
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Miscellaneous Entries 
Do you sometimes assess one-time charges for your tenants? How do you record them in 
Property Management? How can you create charge or credit adjustments or write off a 
charge as bad debt? Find out how all this can be done through Miscellaneous Entries. 
You’ll learn what types of entries you can make and how they affect your General Ledger 
accounts. This session is designed for anyone who performs or supervises data entry in 
Property Management. 

Process Late Charges 
Find out how to set up your software to assess late charges. Then, sit back and let the 
system do the calculations for you. Learn how to set up the calculations, how to perform a 
trial run, and how to create the actual charges. 

Returned Checks 
Do you ever have tenant checks returned from the bank for insufficient funds? Want to find 
out how you can reverse the payment and assess a returned check fee at the same time? 
Learn what options are available when you process returned checks and how they impact 
your bank account in Cash Management. This session is designed for anyone who 
handles cash receipts. 

Error Correction: Payments 
Made a mistake while entering a cash receipt? Paid the wrong open items or need to void 
a check? Find out how to use Change Entries to easily correct mistakes made on 
payments. Learn how to view, edit, reapply or void tenant payments as well as 
miscellaneous income receipts. This session is designed for anyone who performs or 
supervises data entry in Property Management. 

Error Correction: Tenant Transactions 
Want to find out how to change a tenant’s charge? Learn how to use Change Entries to do 
just that. Find out how to use filters to find a particular charge and how to change or void a 
charge. This session is designed for anyone who performs or supervises data entry in 
Property Management. 

Close Current Period 
Do you know how to prepare Property Management for a new billing period? What other 
monthly maintenance tasks should you perform? Find out what happens when you 
advance the period end date on each of your properties. You will also learn how to archive 
transactions to maximize efficiency during processing or report printing. This session is 
designed for anyone who is responsible for end-of-month procedures in Property 
Management. 
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Archive Leases 
Do you have historical or cancelled leases that are no longer active? Old leases can slow 
down your daily processing and reporting by taking up space in your database. The 
Archive Leases tool solves this problem without permanently purging these records from 
your files. Archived leases can still be included in reports and inquiries (but not in the 
same reports or inquiries as active leases). Learn how to use Archive Leases to move 
those old lease records and transactions to special archive files. Find out which leases 
can be archived, and where they are stored. This lesson is designed for anyone 
responsible for lease administration or file maintenance. 

Course: Accounts Payable Workflow 
Length: 2 hours 

Workflow Overview 
This lesson provides an introduction to the Accounts Payable workflow. Anyone working 
with Accounts Payable will benefit from this lesson. 

Enter Invoices 
View this lesson to become familiar with the Enter Invoices window, and to learn how to 
enter specific invoice and distribution information. You will see how to distribute invoice 
amounts to purchase orders, jobs, cost codes, properties, and general ledger accounts. 
Find out how to enter invoices for one-time vendors, new vendors, and joint vendors. You 
will learn about significant dates associated with an invoice, and be able to indicate 
whether an invoice distribution is to be paid by a check or by direct deposit to a vendor's 
bank account.  

Post Invoices 
Want to know all your options when posting invoices? Learn how to post invoices during 
invoice entry or as a separate step. Review what happens to amounts and totals when you 
post. Find out how to read the Post Invoices report and why it’s important. This lesson is 
designed for anyone responsible for entering invoices in Accounts Payable. 

Select Invoices to Pay 
Before you can produce checks or electronic payments, you need to select which invoices 
you want to pay. Learn how to select invoices for payment—automatically or manually—
based on conditions, ranges, and selections that you set up in your software. Find out how 
to hold back payment for a particular invoice or make a partial payment. See which reports 
show you the invoices that are selected for payment. This lesson is designed for anyone 
who processes payments in Accounts Payable. 
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Print Checks 
View this lesson to see how to produce printed checks. Please note that information about 
reprinting checks is covered in a separate lesson. This lesson is designed for anyone who 
processes payments in Accounts Payable, and is most beneficial when viewed after the 
lesson Select Invoices to Pay. 

Generate Electronic Payments 
Do some of your vendors prefer to be paid by a direct deposit to their bank account? This 
lesson leads you through the process of paying a vendor by an electronic fund transfer. 
You'll also learn about the various files and entries that are created by the Generate 
Electronic Payments task. This lesson is designed for anyone who processes payments in 
Accounts Payable. 

Record Manual Checks and Electronic Payments 
Find out how to record manual checks as well as electronic payments that occurred 
outside of your software, and see how these entries affect your account balances in Cash 
Management and General Ledger. This lesson is designed for anyone who processes 
payments in Accounts Payable. 

Print Quick Checks 
Learn how to print a single check outside of your normal check run. This lesson is 
designed for anyone who processes payments in Accounts Payable. 

Credit Card Workflow: Overview 
This lesson explains which tasks are involved in recording credit card purchases, 
managing credit card statements, and making payments to your credit card companies. 
This session is designed for anyone who records purchases made by credit card or 
processes payments in Accounts Payable. 

Credit Card Workflow: Record Payments by Credit Card 
Does your company make some purchases with credit cards? Watch this lesson to learn 
how to record those purchases within Accounts Payable. 

Credit Card Workflow: Verify Statement Balance 
Watch this lesson to see how to reconcile your credit card billing statement with the credit 
card purchases and payments you have recorded in Accounts Payable. You'll also learn 
how to generate an invoice to pay your credit card company.  

Set Up Vendors 
Do you need to set up new vendors? This lesson shows you how. And if you want to 
improve efficiency in your invoice entry and invoice payment processes, watch this lesson 
to see how to set up information such as vendor terms, discounts, and default codes for 
invoices. You'll also see where values are stored for 1099 forms (U.S.) and T5018 slips 
(Canada). 
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Error Correction Overview 
This lesson provides an overview of the error correction methods available in Accounts 
Payable. This session is designed for anyone who records invoices and processes 
payments in Accounts Payable. 

Error Correction: Change Invoices 
Find out how to make corrections to any type of invoice: unposted, posted, unpaid, or 
paid. 

Error Correction:  Void Payments 
View this lesson to learn which payments can be voided, and to take a guided tour through 
the Void Payments task.  

Error Correction: Reprint Checks 
What should you do if you printed checks with the wrong check date? Or if the checks 
didn't print correctly? Watch this lesson to learn how to use the Reprint Checks task. This 
lesson is designed for anyone who prints Accounts Payable checks. 

Error Correction for Credit Card Payments 
Did you record a purchase to the wrong credit card? Or perhaps you recorded a credit 
card purchase to the wrong vendor, or used incorrect distribution details. Watch this 
lesson to learn how to correct errors related to credit card purchases.  

Course: Cash Management Workflow 
Length: 39 minutes 

Workflow Overview 
This lesson provides an introduction to the Cash Management workflow. Anyone working 
with Cash Management will benefit from this lesson. 

Edit Register 
Learn how to navigate the Edit Register window and enter adjustments, withdrawals, and 
deposits. Find out how to post entries, and how to mark entries as "cleared." This session 
is designed for anyone who enters data in Cash Management. This session is designed 
for anyone who enters data in Cash Management.  

Bank Transfers 
Do you sometimes transfer funds between your bank accounts? Find out how to set up 
Cash Management to accommodate this process, and how to record bank transfers. This 
session is designed for accounting managers and those who maintain bank account 
records in Cash Management.  
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Reconcile Bank Statements 
Want to know how to reconcile Cash Management bank accounts with your bank 
statement? Learn how to clear entries, reconcile individual transactions, and suspend and 
complete the reconciliation. This lesson is designed for anyone who maintains bank 
account records in Cash Management.  

Set Up Bank Accounts 
Learn how to set up a new bank account, define the General Ledger cash accounts 
associated with this account, and enter beginning balances. This session is essential for 
anyone who maintains bank account records in Cash Management. 

Course: General Ledger Workflow 
Length: 44 minutes 

Workflow Overview 
This lesson provides an introduction to the General Ledger workflow. Anyone who manages 
or performs tasks within General Ledger will benefit from this lesson. 

Record Entries 
Learn how to record entries in General Ledger and how the accounting date is used to 
manage entries. The session is designed for anyone who performs data entry in General 
Ledger. 

Post Entries 
Want to know how to update account balances in General Ledger? Can you post to future, 
current, and past periods? Do you know how to tell whether everything posted 
successfully? Find out how to post entries and review the posting journal, and learn about 
posting limitations and parameters. This session is designed for anyone who performs or 
supervises data entry in General Ledger. 

Error Correction 
How can you correct an error in General Ledger? Can you change the original entry, or do 
you need to create a separate adjusting entry? Learn the difference between the Change 
Entries and Record Entries tasks. This session is designed for anyone who performs or 
supervises data entry in General Ledger. 

Reports and Financial Statements 
What kind of general ledger reports are available in the software? And how can you limit 
the reports by date and by accounts? How do you generate financial statements, and what 
are your options? This session is designed for anyone who prints balance reports, 
reconciliation reports, and financial statements in General Ledger. 
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Close Current Period 
What tasks should you complete before you close the month in General Ledger? Learn 
how and when to use the Close Current Period task, and why it’s a necessary step in 
every accounting period. Find out what changes this task makes to your prefix records and 
account records. This session is designed for accounting managers and those responsible 
for closing the month in General Ledger.  

Set Up Prefixes 
Do you need to set up a new entity, division, property, or cost center for tracking finances? 
View this lesson to learn how to set up new prefixes, and how to assign the fiscal entity 
level, and the balance sheet level. This session is designed for accounting managers and 
those responsible for setting up accounts in General Ledger. 

Set Up Accounts 
Learn how to set up a new base account, and use it to create new full accounts. This 
session is designed for anyone who is responsible for maintaining the chart of accounts, 
including accounting managers, controllers, and others that oversee tasks within General 
Ledger. 

 

 

Questions? Contact our training information team at 877-724-3285 or email us at 
TrainingInfo.CRE@sage.com 
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